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Gender

Male Female
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Age

19 years 20 years 21 years 25 years

Time

1 to 3 hours 4 to 5  hours None



 



 



Reliability Statistics





Word Frequency
Rug 5
Shame 5
Handkerchief 60
Casket 123
Plug 137
Hairnet 153
Moss 196
Stovepipe 203
Drawer 323
Coward 400
Guts 447
Branch 466
Dentures 559
Chore 580
Fuse 622
Candle 686
Cauldron 764
Shovel 834
Parachute 875
Cork 876
Plague 878
Stove 1151
Archway 1945
Shelves 5355

Word Frequency
Cheesy 28
Plunger 48
Chit 59
Rummage 63
Foolproof 67
Guillotine 162
Wrench 178
Injure 200
Confine 312
Dizzy 373
Ramp 424
Stroll 473
Cushion 500
Suitcase 518
Junk 525
Bait 546
Screw 709
Hatch 718
Strained 731
Trunk 784
Fork 825
Torch 835
Sink 1784
Slip 2223
Load 3011
Wooden 3365
Former 16316









 

 























 





 

Means scores Pre-test Post-test and Retention test



 



Paired Samples Statistics Pre-test and Post-test



Paired Samples Statistics Post-test and Retention Test



 

 

 

 

Use 

N Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Watch videos. 15 4.67 .488 

Find information that interests me personally. 15 4.60 .737 

Login to a personal account. 15 4.53 .743 

Use search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing) 15 4.33 .724 

Communicate in real time using Skype, Facebook, 

WhatsApp, and others. 

15 3.93 .961 

Obtain information in digital formats (text, audio, 

video and image). 

15 3.87 1.060 

Download software 15 3.33 1.113 

Communicate in virtual learning environments. 15 3.13 1.457 

Entertain with video games. 15 3.13 1.356 

Organize information in digital formats. 15 2.87 1.060 

Evaluate information in digital formats. 15 2.80 1.320 

Collaborate in virtual learning environments. 15 2.80 1.265 

Access programs (Word, Google Drive, uTorrent). 15 2.80 1.265 

Use and manage devices in virtual learning 

environments. 

15 2.73 1.335 



Install internet software. 15 2.73 1.438 

Participate in discussion forums. 15 2.67 .724 

Use some program emulator. 15 2.00 1.195 













 





















APPENDICES 

LICENCIATURA EN LENGUA INGLESA 
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Group: English Forth  English Language Major 

Pre-intermediate to Intermediate level 

Topic: Misadventures of Rufus  point and click adventure 

Skill Focus: Vocabulary 

Common Core/Essential Standard - Content:  

 

According to Mehta, N. (2009) Vocabulary is the first and foremost important step in 

language acquisition. In a classroom where students are not finding themselves 

comfortable with L2, language learning can be made interactive and interesting with the 

introduction of appropriate vocabulary exercises.  

 

Students will practice vocabulary through interacting, playing and solving puzzles to 

complete their adventure. 

Objective: 

This lesson has the following objectives: 

 

Learners will be able to interact with objects.  

Learners will have to identify the meaning words through visualization. 

Learners will have to solve challenging puzzles to advance the plot line of the 

story. 

Learners will be able to interact with characters. 



be placed on 

them. To complete it, they will have to follow the instructions and do whatever is 

requested.  

Technology for Learners Being Used: 

 

Computers 

  Electronic game  

Teacher role 

 

  Monitor 

Digital Competencies 

Communication and collaboration 

Interacting through digital technologies 

Problem solving 

Technological response/solution 

Exploring 

 

Instructional Methods: 

Construction of vocabulary 

Gaming and Simulation 

Essential Vocabulary: 

Junk, sink, cushion, cheesy, torch, bait, 

injury, hatch, wrench, plunger, dizzy, 

screw, trunk, former. 

 

Materials 

 

Deponia (video game) 

Introduction/Engagement: Teacher will introduce the topic by making a small 

presentation about the game they are going to play. The teacher will have to point out 

the main objectives for this activity, so they know what the main objective of the lesson 

is. Students are allowed to ask for help if they need it. 



Lesson: (Teacher Input, Guided, Independent Activities, etc.) 

 

Before the lesson starts, students will be given a test (pre-test) to measure the 

vocabulary they know. 

Introduction: This activity will consist of three stages. To begin with this activity, students 

have to log in into the game. 

 

Stage 1 Presentation:   Teacher will explain the activity and how is going to be developed. 

First, students have to access to the game (Deponia) This is a third person point and click 

game.   

Tutorial: When the game starts students will find themselves in a small room where 

Rufus and Wenzel show the stinking tutorial for the game by fixing the junk press. 

finishing all the requirements for the tutorial, the game will start. 

 

Stage 2 Practice: Students will go through different stages in the game where they will 

interact with different objects and characters to get information on how to complete 

the level. Each part of the story requires the player to complete certain objectives by 

collecting some objects needed for the trip, so students must make a deep analysis of 

what they need to do. Instructions or help to complete the level will be given in English 

if students require them.  

 

Teacher role: a moderator for the class. 

 

Stage 3 Production: At the end of the lesson students will have to answer a test to 

measure the vocabulary they learn. 

 



Group: English Forth  English Language Major 

Pre-intermediate to Intermediate level 

Topic: The Whispered World  point and click adventure 

Skill Focus: Vocabulary 

Common Core/Essential Standard - Content:  

 

According to Mehta, N. (2009) Vocabulary is the first and foremost important step in 

language acquisition. In a classroom where students are not finding themselves 

comfortable with L2, language learning can be made interactive and interesting with the 

introduction of appropriate vocabulary exercises.  

 

Students will practice vocabulary through interacting with characters, playing and 

solving puzzles to complete their adventure. 

Objective: 

This lesson has the following objectives: 

 

Learners will be able to interact with objects.  

Learners will have to identify the meaning words through visualization. 

Learners will have to solve challenging puzzles to advance through the plotline 

of the story. 

Learners will be able to interact with characters. 



be placed on 

them. To complete it, they will have to follow the instructions and do whatever is 

requested. 

Technology for Learners Being Used: 

 

Computers 

  Electronic game  

Teacher role 

 

  Monitor 

Digital Competencies 

Communication and collaboration 

Interacting through digital technologies 

Problem solving 

Technological response/solution 

Exploring 

 

Instructional Methods: 

Construction of vocabulary 

Gaming and Simulation 

Essential Vocabulary 

Casket, shame, parachute, rug, candle, 

stove, plug, fuse, plague, coward, 

handkerchief, guts, cauldron. 

Materials 

 

The whispered world (video game) 

Introduction/Engagement: Teacher will introduce the topic by making a small 

presentation about the game they are going to play. The teacher will have to point out 

the main objectives for this activity, so they know what the main objective of the lesson 

is. Students will have to accomplish a few objectives by playing an electronic game. 



Lesson: (Teacher Input, Guided, Independent Activities, etc.) 

 

Introduction: This activity will consist of three stages. To begin with this activity, students 

have to log in into the game. This is a third person game. 

 

Stage 1 Presentation:   Students will hear a story about a land about to die. The narrator 

will introduce the main character, Sadwick the sad clown. Chapter one - When the game 

starts students will find themselves in a small furnished room. The teacher will indicate 

students to first talk to Ben. They will find out that they have to take care or Spot (the 

caterpillar). After that, they will have to work together or ask for clues if they need them.  

The games will follow different stages. After feeding Spot, Students must find their way 

through the forest and meet Bobby the check.  At the end of the story, they will meet 

 

 

Stage 2 Practice: By pointing and click students will be able to interact with different 

objects and character. They will have to go through different levels to complete the game. 

Each level requires something to go to the next one, so students must make a deep 

analysis of what they need to do. Instruction may be given in English if students require 

them.  

Teacher role: a moderator for the class. 

 

 Stage 3 Production: Test - Students will have a test at the end of the class to assess 

learning.   

 



Instructions: Follow the instruction below and collect everything Rufus needs for the escape. 

 

 Done? 

Look around and find the list.  

Get a green sock.  

Pick up the torch and oil can.  

Go to the middle floor and take the 

chafing chit. 

 

Find the plunger.  

Take the toothbrush.  

Take the detergent and the bolt cutter.  

Take the severe slip.  

Go down the ramp to the lower level.  

Find the closet. Use the plunger from the 

bathroom in the closet. 

 

Check the mouse hole to get a mouse 

trap. 

 

Check the sink. Press the button and 

automatically take a pot with water. 

 

Take the malicious memo and the fork.  



Check the refrigerator and take the 

bitching post-it. 

 

Find a yellow sock.  

Find a blue sock.  

Take the nagging note.  

Get provisions: Use the can used oil on 

the sink to get the empty can.  Take some 

wasabi peas from the sofa using the 

empty can. 

 

Get a pair of socks: Place the pot with 

water on the hotplate of the oven. Open 

the oven. Place the bunch of notes inside 

the oven. Burn the notes with the torch. 

Use detergent in the pot and put three 

socks in it. Use a fork to agitate the 

washings. 

 

Get toothbrush:     In inventory combine 

the mouse trap with the provisions to 

get trap with bait. Use trap as bait to 

get a toothbrush. 

 

Pack the suitcase:    Go back up to top 

level - Rufus' room. 

 

Use the bolt cutter, provisions, pair of 

socks and toothbrush with the suitcase. 

Check! 

 

The suitcase cannot be closed. Click the 

bolt cutter from the list. Packed and 

ready to go. 

 



Instructions: Follow the instruction below and collect everything Rufus needs for the escape. 

Location:  

Prepare the pod: Done? 

Store the suitcase:  Open the storage 

space below the seat. Take the battery 

out. Place the suitcase in the storage 

space. 

 

Take the wrench leaning on the wall right 

of the ramp. 

 

Enter Toni's house. Use the wrench to 

exit through the door at left at a lower 

level. 

 

Talk to Hannek standing by tunnel 

entrance. 

 

Use the wrench on the screwed tight 

mailbox. 

 

Where to place the battery:    Go back 

inside Toni's house and then out the door 

at middle level to be at the back of Toni's 

house outside. 

 

Use the wrench on the seat of the pod to 

get a seat. 

 

Use mailbox on base plate where the 

seat was. 

 



Open the mailbox and place the battery 

inside. 

 

Calibrate the harpoon:    Go to the control 

panel at right. The aim is to get the 

crosshair to the flashing bars-markers of 

the railway at second from left top row. 

 

Talk to Toni. Toni gives a letter to Rufus.  

And away we go:    Light the fuse on the 

side of the control panel with the torch. 

 

Cruiser: Click twice on the chains and 

then enter the chute. 

 

Open the suitcase and take the socks 

and provisions-wasabi. 

 

Use provision-wasabi on the cogwheel 

of the middle chute to block it. 

 

Use the sock on the hatch cover itself. 
Now open the hatch and take the robot 

arm. 

 

Use the robot arm on the hatch of the 

left chute. 

 

Enter the hole on the grill of the left 

chute. Use left or middle lever and saw 

what happens. 

 



 

Instructions: Follow the instruction below to complete the task. Chapter One: The Autumn Forest

Sadwick wakes up. Done? 

Look at the trailer.  

Study the torn note on the wall above his 

bed. 

 

Open the drawer of the side table and 

take the daily chore list. Look at it in 

inventory. At 7:00 am, Sadwick has to 

feed Spot. 

 

Take care of Spot: Exit the caravan.  

See Spot the worm. Pick Spot up and click 

place him in the bucket. Talk to Ben. 

 

Ask Ben: Where can I get a map?  

Enter the trailer and look around again. 

Check the hole on the broken stove pipe 

and the stove. 

 

Change Spot to normal by clicking at the 

top right and selecting the first option-

circle. 

Place Normal Spot in the hole of the 

stovepipe. 

 

Take Ben's casket. It is locked, and 

Sadwick needs the key. 

 



Use the hand on bear's head. Take the 

key from his open mouth. 

 

Use the key on the casket in inventory. 

Get the map. Exit the trailer. 

 

Ask Ben: Where can I get a compass?  

Get the compass.  

Enter Grandpa's trailer. Take the hair 

net hanging on the wall left of the door. 

 

Take the dentures and handkerchief 

beside the bed. 

 

Close the door and take the cork from 

the bottle behind the door. 

 

Exit the trailer. Take the shovel left of 

Sadwick's trailer. 

 

Go left to the forest. Select the shore.  

Talk to Bobby, the Chaski messenger.  

Catch a fish: Pick up the branch in front 

of Bobby. 

 

In inventory combine the branch with 

the hairnet to get a dip net. 

Use the dip net on the lake and get a 

fish. 

 

Give the fish to Bobby. Sadwick picks up 

the fish bone on the ground. 

 



Instructions: Follow the instruction below to complete the task. Chapter One: The Autumn Forest

Ruins: Done? 

Look for Shana to help Bobby and to have your 

dream interpreted. 

Go bottom left to see the map. Select the ruins. 

 

Check the statue with the tongue. Read the 

engraved message on the tongue. 

 

Check the head of the statue and see moss. Use 

the handkerchief on the moss and see 

escutcheon - the royal insignia and a hole. 

 

Check the bush and the gate behind the 

bushes. 

 

Go back to the Shore and talk to Bobby. He says 

the Asgils are here. Get the Whispering Stone. 

 

Whispering Stone:    Go back to Ruins. 

Use the Whispering Stone on the hole on the 

forehead of the statue. 

 

Go back to the Shore. 

Pick up the knife and bombs from the ground. 

 

Find Shana's cabin: 

Go back to the Ruins. Use the knife on the Bush 

to go through the archway. 

 

Talk to the two rocks, Yngo and Ralv.  



Enter Shana's cabin: 

Open the door and enter to the other side. Look 

around. See notes on shelves on both sides of 

the door, armchair, globe and grandfather 

clock. 

 

Exit the cabin and talk to the Rock Brothers 

again. 

 

Enter the cabin again by exiting through the 

door of the ruined cabin. 

 

Look close at the grandfather clock. See that 

the hour hand is missing. 

Use the fishbone on the clock face as the hour 

hand. 

 

Click on minute hand and then click on VI. Click 

on hour hand and then click on XII. Press the 

button at center. See what happens. 

 

Click on minute hand and then click on III. 

Click on hour hand and then click on XII. Press 

the button at center. See what happens. 

 

Click on minute hand and then click on VI. 

Click on hour hand and then click on V. Press 

the button at center. See what happens. 

 

Talk to Shana.  

 


